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Special function keys

Lock screen

Open web browser

Mute Turn volume down Turn volume up

Menu

Play/PauseNext

Display home screen

Previous

Application & Access

Display input selection 
screen

Calculated by 2 hours in normal daily use. 
Using sym to switch input methods: Press sym key on the keyboard at the  same 
time and then select the required input method from the popup Choose input 
method  screen.

Save screen image

Speci�cations

Bluetooth version   

Battery capacity              

Charging voltage

Battery life

Charging current           120 mA

Wireless range 

On-screen display (OSD)

Volume

Media controls

prtsc sym

3.0

10 m

75 days

220 mAh

5 V



Introduction
The Bluetooth Keyboard Cover can be used to control a tablet with combination 
keys in orange legend color (for details, see special function keys) . The keyboard 
and the tablet can be combined for easy carrying.

It takes approximately three hours to fully charge the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover for the �rst 
time, or after the battery has been fully depleted. To charge the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover, 
connect the USB end of the charging cable to the USB port on a computer or on the 
charger,  and correctly attach the other end of the charging cable to the charging port. When 
the status indicator glows constant red, this indicates that the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover is 
charging. Use the dedicated USB charging cable or else the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover might 
become damaged.

Charging the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover

Charging portPairing switchPower switch

Status indicator

*

Connecting to a tablet
First time pairing
While using this keyboard �rst time, please set the power switch to "on" position. The 
keyboard will enter into pairing status to pair with the tablet.

Pairing with other tablets
While pairing with other tables, please set pairing switch to Bluetooth logo position 
for more than 1 second to enter into pairing mode for pairing with other tablets.



Combining with a tablet
To pack it up, carefully place the tablet screen down onto the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover 
and gently push the edge of the tablet until it slides into the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover.
When using the tablet, slide it out in the opposite direction.

Status indicator

Flashing red        The battery capacity is insuf�cient.

Constant red     
The Bluetooth Keyboard Cover is charging. When 
charging is complete, the indicator turns off.

Flashing blue slowly    
Attempting to connect to last connected dev ice . I f i t 
connects successfully, the indicator turns off after on for 
two seconds.

Flashing blue 
quickly    

The keyboard is in the pairing state and can be discovered by 
other devices. If the pairing is successful, the indicator turns  
off after one for two seconds.



Connecting to a tablet

Before using the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover for the �rst time,  connect it to the tablet.

Turn the keyboard's power switch on. 
The status indicator on the keyboard will �ash quickly, and the keyboard can be 
discovered by other devices.        
                          

On the tablet, choose  Settings > Bluetooth and set Bluetooth to “On” .

Select Lenovo BKC510  from the list of available devices on the tablet screen. 
When the prompt indicating that the Lenovo BKC510 has been connected is 
displayed,  it means that the keyboard has successfully connected  to the tablet.

A prompt indicating that the keyboard is SEARCHING is displayed in the upper 
right corner of the tablet screen. If no prompt is displayed, select SEARCH FOR 
DEVICE in the upper right corner of the tablet screen.

If the Bluetooth Keyboard Cover has successfully connected to the tablet in the past, it 
will automatically connect to the tablet via Bluetooth after turned on. If the connection 
fails, check the tablet to see if Bluetooth is set to ON and then reconnect using the 
previous four steps.

Step1:  

Step 2:  

Step 3:  

Step 4:  
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